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d-Analyzer™ 
The Analytical Tool for your Business 
 

 

Good analysis starts with questions that yield answers to business questions.  Great analysis starts with questions 

that yield answers, but also more questions.  That’s where d-Analyzer differs from other analysis and report writing 

tools.  You start with one question: “How are my sales divided between product categories?”  Once you get the 

answer to that question, others emerge.  “Within my top grossing product categories, which sales people are 

performing best?  How about the product categories that aren’t selling well?  Within these product categories, are 

there seasonal trends?  What are the top selling items within each product group?  Are certain product categories 

doing well in certain cities, provinces, countries?”  You perform all of this analysis without having to re-read data – or 

re-enter complex criteria. 

None of this analysis is “fixed”.  There are dozens (if not hundreds) of other ways to approach these types of queries.  

For example, your company may not utilize product categories – but can still analyze data in a myriad of other ways. 

d-Analyzer is designed to provide you with a flexible, adaptable and easy to use method for reviewing data, printing 

to screen and exporting and, most importantly, analyzing your company data.  d-Analyzer is also  a “read-only” 

solution.  Experiment in any way you like.  There are no mistakes to be made! 

With d-Analyzer you decide what columns and totals you want; you decide what summaries and totals you need; you 

decide how columns are sorted; and you decide what filters you want to apply (and limit displayed records).  You can 

even add custom calculated fields and perform analysis on those fields! 

Discover trends and opportunities in your business with little effort and use the time you save to act on this valuable 

information!  
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Install and Setup 

Under most circumstances d-Analyzer installs and setups up automatically.  In these cases no action is required.  Data 

sources are created automatically, DDF files are provided in the d-Analyzer program directory and the application 

works without any additional setup or configuration. 

There is one circumstance where a setup problem can occur.  This happens if the Pervasive database engine is setup 

as a service that does not have logon authorization, and where data files are on a network drive and DDF’s are 

contained in a local d-Analyzer program files directory. 

The issue occurs as a result of the Pervasive database service having insufficient rights to access DDF and data files in 

their respective locations.  There are several ways to resolve this configuration issue. 

1 – Log the service on using account privileges.   

One preferred option is to provide the Pervasive database service with local workstation logon rights. 

Steps to perform 

A – Choose “Control Panel” 

B – “Administrative Tools”.  Double click on “Services”. 

C – Locate the “Pervasive PSQL Workgroup Engine”.  Double click it to load. 

D – Click “Stop” to stop the service. 

E – Go to the “Log On” tab.  Enter a valid user ID and password for the workstation. 

 

 

F – Go back to the “General” tab and click “Start” to start the service (also confirm the service is set to start 

automatically).  You should receive a message indicating that the service now has user rights. 
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2 –Setup the Pervasive datasource manually. 

If you would prefer not to have the service logged on, or to use the Pervasive desktop engine another option is to 

setup a datasource manually.  Note that in Client Server (BusinessVision CSE) environments this is actually preferred 

because there can be a large speed benefit.  In Client Server environments – see pages “using the client server 

database engine” for an alternative setup option.  The primary difference is that in a client server environment you 

can setup and use a datasource at the server (rather than one controlled at the workstation). 

Steps to perform 

A - Copy the appropriate version specific DDF files to the network folder where the BusinessVision data files reside. 

B - Determine the datasource that d-Analyzer is attempting to use.  You can find this in the d-Analyzer screen.  In this 

example “XYZTESTCOMPANY”.   

C – Launch the Pervasive Control Center (Usually found in “All Programs, Pervasive, Control Center & 

Documentation”). 

 

D – Locate the matching datasource.  Right click on it and choose “Properties”. 

E – Change the dictionary location from the d-Analyzer program directory… 
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To the same directory as the data location. 

 

 

Note again that for the service (when not logged on as a user) to find the DDF files properly they must be in the same 

directory as the data files. 

 

 

 

3 – Disable the Pervasive database service and run the Pervasive Workgroup engine as a desktop application 

When the database service is disabled, the Pervasive desktop workgroup engine can be setup to run as a desktop 

application.  There is little difference between the WGE running as a service or a desktop application – beyond the 

fact that that the desktop engine uses the credentials of the logged on user.  Be sure you are not running 

BusinessVision while you disable the database service. 

Steps to perform 

A – Choose “Control Panel” 

B – “Administrative Tools”.  Double click on “Services”. 

C – Locate the “Pervasive PSQL Workgroup Engine”.  Double click it to load. 

D – Click “Stop” to stop the service. 

E – Choose start-up type “Disabled”. 

F – Click “Ok” to close the screen. 
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G – Create a shortcut for the Pervasive database engine.   

 

 

H – Place the shortcut created in the start-up folder of your workstation.  You can access the startup folder by 

choosing “Start, All programs, Startup”.  Right click and choose “All users”.   

I – Drag the shortcut into this folder.  The startup folder automatically starts applications with shortcuts in this folder. 
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Where do I start? 

One of the great things about d-Analyzer is that you can start wherever you want, and quickly begin exploring trends, 

patterns and opportunities in your company data.  How do you start?  It’s quite simple. 

A. Decide if you want to see summary or detailed information (sales history) or current sales order information 

(sales orders). 

B. Open the appropriate module and set a filter range (which defaults to the current day but can be expanded to a 

date range). 

C. Press the “Refresh” button or press the F5 key. 

D. For detail grids, a variety of default columns are provided.  You can add and remove columns by dragging them 

from the column chooser into the grid. 

E. For summary grids, select fields to display in the header, column and data areas.  Some defaults are provided to 

help with your initial data visualization.  These are just defaults that can be changed to meet your specific 

requirements (multiple versions of inquiries can be saved as layouts). 

Understanding the basics 

Whether you are using the detail or summary modules, there are some basic concepts that will help you get the most 

out of d-Analyzer. 

i. Once you start a module, the last columns used are automatically displayed.  If this is the first time using a 

module, some default columns are displayed.  

 

ii. You add a column to the list by clicking “Column Chooser”, left clicking and holding on a field you want to 

add, and dragging it to the desired location in the grid.  In this example, we are adding the “Tel. 1” field to the 

grid.  Let go of the mouse and the column will be added. 
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iii. You can sort columns by clicking on the column header (where the column name is displayed).  Multiple 

columns can be sorted by holding down the shift key and clicking each column.  Columns sort in the order 

you click (e.g. first by customer, then by part number).  You can sort in ascending or descending order by 

clicking again on the columns being sorted. 

 

 
 

iv. For detail grids, you can group by columns simply by dragging a column header to the top of the grid.  You 

can group by multiple columns.  Sorting still applies – within groups.  Note that summary statistics (at the 

top) and summary totals (at the bottom) of each group are automatically created. 

 

 
 

v. Once data is in the grid, you have the ability to further filter that data.  Filtering is powerful because it allows 

you to trim down data that was initially read when you loaded (refreshed) the grid.  There are two types of 

filters, and these filters work together.  You can access a filter from the column header. 
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In addition to, or in combination with this filter you can use the advanced filter by clicking “Filter Editor”.   
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vi. The summary grid operates using similar concepts to the detail grid, with some additions.  The summary grid 

has four sections (the filter area, row area, column area and data area).  This is easiest to understand if you 

click the “Show Field List”. 

 

 
 

a. Filter area – Place fields here that you may use for analysis, but are not yet actively used. 

 

b. Row area – Place values here that you want in the left column. 

 

c. Column area – Place values here that you want across the top of the grid. 

 

d. Data area – Place columns you want to summarize and analyze in the data area. 

 

vii. You can have several items in each area, providing for nested analysis.  You move a field into an area by 

simply dragging the field into that area using the mouse, or by dragging the field into the appropriate areas 

on the summary grid field list. 

 

The important thing to remember when starting is that it is impossible to make a mistake!  Anything you do can be 

undone by reversing the process.  You can also click “Reset layout” at any time to revert to the default field layout 

that d-Analyzer began with (or load your own layout if you’ve previously saved a layout).  Start analyzing and you’ll 

have mastered the basics in no time at all. 
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Summary versus detail reports 

Note that summary and detail analysis are quite different.  You would choose a detailed approach if you are looking 

for analysis that looks and functions based on rows and columns (something like a traditional report).   Summary 

reports bring information together in a collapsed summary format that is ideal for comparing values between 

elements or across time periods. 

Detail reports 

Detail reports are similar to traditional reports, though with numerous benefits.  Everything you do on-screen is 

reflected in exported and printed reports. 

 

A few notes on detail modules: 

i. You can select from over 50 different fields you might want to display on screens or reports. 

 

ii. In the above example, the screen is sorted on “Invoice Date” but you can sort on any field you wish, and 

more than one field at a time (sub-sorts). 

 

iii. You can establish default formats for quantities and values.  For example, you might want two decimals for 

currency values but none for quantities. 

 

iv. You can perform grouping (even multi-level grouping).  The above example groups on “Product code”. 

 

v. Totalling is automatic on columns where it provides value.  In the above example you can see the total units 

sold (Cmt. Qty) and total sold value (Sell price total). 

 

vi. A number of useful metrics is provided in group headers.  Notice in the above example that for “TV’s” you 

see the number of times the items were sold (76), the average price the items were sold for ($506.68), and 

the average unit price ($509.80). 
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Summary reports 

Summary reports are different than traditional reports – and are geared more towards analysis.  Summary reports 

allow all kinds of different information to be compared and provides the facility for multi-level analysis; collapsing 

and expanding groups of data; and even drill down to detail capability. 

 

A few notes on summary modules: 

i. You can select from a large number of fields for analysis.  When you select a field in a summary report, you 

are deciding whether the information is for group/analysis or for summarization based on group/analysis.  A 

simple example above is analyzing sell prices (line total sell price) based on year (top row) and month (left 

column). 

 

ii. You can sort by row, by column or by value.  You can even sort based on total columns (right click – sort). 

 

iii. Columns can be sized to display nicely on screen or on reports. 

 

iv. You can add multiple levels of analysis (for example, adding product code would enable you to review 

product code sales from month-to-month and year-to-year). 

 

v. For each row, column and group a summary column is automatically provided.  You can have multiple items 

in the data area (for comparison purposes).  For example, you might want to have cost and selling prices 

displayed together). 
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vi. You can drill down on any cell and see the detail that yielded the summary value.  Within this detail you have 

full control over the columns you want to see.  The columns you decide to display in the drop down are 

remembered for next time. 

 

vii. By selecting areas of data, you can see information in terms of different visual graphs.  These are exportable 

and printable.  To select data elements, hold down the CTRL key and click on the cells you want included in 

the graph.  You can select as many regions as you wish. 

 

viii. To print a graph you can choose “Print charts” from the menu – or simply double click on the graph you want 

to print.  Printing automatically sizes the graph to fit the page.  Bear in mind that graphs which might seem 

cramped on screen often print very nicely full page. 
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Establishing an initial filter range 

You use the “From” and “To” dates to establish your initial filter range.   This range establishes how much 

information will be used for summary or detailed analysis.  This range can vary from a single day to months’ or years’ 

worth of data.  The length of the range specified can affect performance, though even large volumes of data can be 

read very quickly.   

Select the range that makes sense for the analysis you are performing.  If, for example, you wanted to compare this 

year to last year then you would select a start and end date that encompassed two years. 

 

Once you are comfortable with the range selected, click “Refresh”.  A progress indicator is displayed so that you 

know the application is building the data set for your analysis. 

Note that this initial filter simply prepares the initial data set.  You can filter information further using the filter tools 

in the summary grid and detail grid explained later in this document.  The filters available once data is loaded in the 

grid can be much more elaborate than those offered in your accounting system (such as ands/ors/begins with, 

contains) and can use multiple columns and conditions, and can filter on fields not displayed in the grid. 

After running the initial query you can see how many records are being considered in your analysis. 

 

One of the unique features of d-Analyzer is that you need only generate the data set once.  Providing the range of 

information is sufficient for your needs, you can display many report types.  You are not required to reload the data 

over and over again like traditional reporting solutions. 

 

Using more criteria 

Generally you don’t need to use “More criteria”.  This is the area where you can be more specific about the data  

d-Analyzer will read and you will use for your reports and analysis.  Why use additional criteria?   

1. To speed up the initial read of information for analysis. 

2. To limit the impact on the network and limit the size of the return data set. 

For example, let’s say you want to do an analysis of the performance of a product category (or several product 

categories) over 5 years.  In a very large data set this could take a while since you would be reading 5 years’ worth of 

sales history detail to achieve this.  Instead, you could use “More criteria” as follows: 
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Working with the detail grid 

The detail grid is where you generally want to look at detailed trends within you data, or prepare a report for printing 

or exporting to Excel.  The detail grid is the area where you drag columns into the grid area based on your needs. 

Adding a column to the grid 

When d-Analyzer starts, a certain number of default columns are displayed.  You may add additional columns to 

meet your specific requirements.  For example, when working with sales history, you may wish to add columns to the 

grid in order to display additional information pertaining to an invoice line or related invoice information.  For each 

respective module there are often dozens of additional fields you might decide to add to the grid. 

To add a column to a grid, right click on any one of the headers on the screen and choose “Column Chooser”. 

 

This presents a list of additional available columns that can be added to the grid.  To add a column, simply drag the 

column from the list to the grid (left click on the field in the list, hold the mouse button down and drag the field by 

moving the mouse).  Where you place the item in the grid (its position relative to other columns) determines how it 

will be displayed on reports and exports. 
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Removing a column 

Often you may need to remove a column from the grid.  This might be a default column, or it might be a column you 

added but no longer require.  To remove a column, simply left click and hold down the mouse button on the column 

header.  While holding down the mouse button, drag the column onto the grid area.  When a large “X” appears, let 

go of the mouse button and the column will be removed. 

 

 

Adding a filter 

Filters are added in the grid in order to limit the number of records displayed and considered in grid and group totals.  

There are two ways to add filters (and they can be used in combination). 

To add a quick filter, enter a value in the filter line.  This type of filter is a “starts with” filter. 

 

 

In this example, only rows that contain product code “SPK” are displayed and totalled.  This was achieved by entering 

values in the quick filter row at the top of the grid.  You can have more than one quick filter in use (e.g. use them in 

combination). 
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You can also add filters by clicking on the funnel icon at the top of a row.  This kind of filter is effective because you 

are presented with a list of unique values for the column header you clicked.  You might, for example, want to select 

only certain sales territories.  The list shows you what sales territories are available and you simply select the ones 

you want to use. 

 

 
 

You can also add more complex filters by right clicking on a column header and choosing “Filter editor”. 

 

Notice that the filter created by entering in the quick filter row is already established.  This can be modified further 

and elements can be removed or further modified. 
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Notes on advanced filters 

 You can filter on fields that are not displayed in the grid. 

 Filters display on reports and can be displayed on exported documents as well 

 Filters allow for quite extensive logic (and/or) as well as a large number of filter options (contains, begins 

with, lists, <, >, = and more). 

 
 

Grouping by columns 

You can group by any available column listed in the grid.  While you can group by any column, some columns make 

more sense to group by than others.  For example, you can group by an invoice line’s selling price but that’s unlikely 

to be particularly meaningful (although it could be).  More likely you’ll want to group by fields like invoice number, 

territory, salesperson, product code, etc.   

The benefit of grouping is that not only can you review records by a topical column, but, by grouping, the application 

automatically provides totals for numeric columns based on the grouping used. 

To group based on a column, left click on the column header (name) and hold down the mouse button.  While 

holding the button down, drag the column header into the summary header area. 
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You don’t have to stop at one level of grouping.  You can continue to group with multiple columns.  Parent groups 

contain child groups.  
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Using the group summary editor 

Using the details grid you can establish groups by dragging column headers into the grouping area.  Using the group 

summary editor you can add a variety of useful metric to this summary.  To use the group summary editor right click 

on the header being used for grouping and choose “Group Summary Editor…”. 

 

 

Once group summaries are added they appear in the group summary header area. 

 

 

Printing a report 

Printing reports is optional, but there are times when having printed material is quite useful.  You may want to make 

notes, review details, highlight trends, etc.  When you print, the report is printed in a way similar to the columns 

displayed in the grid.  This includes: 

 The order in which the columns are displayed 

 The sort order of all columns 

 Groupings 

 Totals displayed in the group sections and totals at the bottom of the report 

 Header information from the company you logged onto, as well as information from the settings section of  

d-Analyzer 

 Filter criteria (if any) are also displayed in the report 

When printing a grid, groups are automatically expanded.  For convenience, page numbers are also added to the 

report. 
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Working with the summary grid (Pivot table) 

The summary grid is slightly different from the detailed grid.  The summary grid automatically creates 

summarizations of selected values based on criteria you decide.  Here you might want to see total sales by year and 

month, sold quantities by product category, profit by territory and/or salesperson for a period of time or 

combinations of all these criteria and more. 

First, you provide criteria to perform your initial selection of data.  For summaries this is usually over some range of 

dates. 

Once the selection is complete, you start with a screen that looks similar to the one below (usually you’ll have a 

default view – which we will discuss later).  The grid below is empty initially with suggested columns in the top row 

(and more columns available for selection). 

 

You begin by associating fields for the vertical and horizontal columns.  Next, you place the data field you want to 

summarize (total) into the grid section.  In the following example, you drag Invoice Date (Year) and Invoice Date 

(Month) to the top, Cust. No. to the left side, and Sell Price Total to the grid.  The grid displays as follows: 
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You now have analysis of sales per period by customer code and period (calendar).  This is just one of many possible 

options.  You can analyze by many different column and summary value combinations.  Even more, you can do 

multiple level analysis, as follows: 
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Here we are analyzing by territory, customer, product code and comparing cost of sale relative to total sale.  There 

are literally dozens, if not hundreds, of legitimate combinations. 

Summary grid results, like detail grid results, are printable and exportable. 

Note that you can have different views of the same information, depending on where you place the rows and 

columns.  For example, if you move the “Product code” column from the top (column) to the left  (making it a row) 

the Summary grid displays differently. 
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Note that you can use the arrows in the header of each grouping to expand and collapse groups.  You can also sort by 

grouped fields and filter as well.  Experiment with the best way for you to visualize the information you are analyzing.  

There are many options. 

Automatically generated fields 

One of the most useful things d-Analyzer does for you is to automatically generate field variations based on field 

types.  This happens for different types of fields. 

Date fields 

Date fields – When a date field is encountered, d-Analyzer automatically generates variants of the date field.  The 

variants are: 

Day – Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 

Week – The week number from 1 through 52 

Month – January, February, March, etc. 

Quarter – Calendar quarter number (Q1 – Q4) 

Year – The year portion of the date (2001, 2002, 2003, etc.). 

These fields allow interesting and useful analyses.  For example, you can analyze sales based on day of the week 

based on the date the sales took place. 
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Numeric fields (% and +/-) 

Another type of field that is automatically provided is a percentage analysis cell.  This is provided for selected 

numeric fields.  You’ll notice these fields are added with the name of the source column suffixed with “(%)”.  In the 

example, “Sell Price Total” is a column.  “Sell Price Total(%)” is an automatically generated field based on this column. 

Let’s say you want to break down sales by sales person.  That’s easy.  You just drag the sale amount into the grid and 

the sales person field into the left column.  Now you can sort the totals to see which of the sales people has the 

highest sales. 

 

You might also want to know though, what the breakdown of these sales is by percentage of overall total.  In some 

cases you might even want to express only the percentages and not the actual values.  To do this, simply remove the 

“Sell Price Total” field and replace it with the “Sell Price Total (%)” field. 
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Fields suffixed with (+/-) are used for a different purpose.  “%” fields break down row contributions to the total of all 

rows. “+/-“ fields provide a breakdown by column of whether values are better or worse than previous values (and by 

how much). 

 

 

Hiding and showing Summary grid totals 

When using the Summary grid, totals and grand totals for rows and columns are provided automatically.  This can be 

particularly useful and can sometimes highlight useful information.  There are cases however where these totals are 

not needed and unnecessarily complicate information you are trying to analyze.  

To hide totals, simply right click in the data area of the Summary grid and choose to hide or show the appropriate 

totals.  Here is an example before hiding totals: 
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After hiding totals, the example looks like this: 

 

Once totals are hidden or shown, the settings are remembered for that layout (you do not have to re-apply the 

settings every time).    Each saved layout can have different “show/hide” totals settings. 

 

Using the drill down from the summary grid 

One question you might have when reviewing totals is the summary grid is “where does this total come from?”.  The 

drill down allows you to determine this by looking at the individuals lines that contribute to this total.  To access the 

drill down double click on a total cell in the summary grid.  The drill down will display records that meet the criteria 

based on the cell position. 

A grid screen is presented that displays the records used to arrive at the summary cell value.  By default the drill 

down grid displays only a few columns (based on what fields are used for grouping and total values).  The summary 

grid though can be easily modified to include additional columns.  You can even add columns that were not used in 

the summary grid that launched the details grid. 
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You can customize the drill down in exactly the same way you can customize the detail grid.  That includes: 

A – Dragging in additional columns 

B – Applying filters 

C – Sorting (and multiple sorting) 

D – Grouping and sub-grouping 

The drill down “remembers” how you set it up.  The next time you use the drill down it will be displayed in the same 

way.  You only have to perform the initial setup once. 

 

Hiding columns (summary and detail grids) 

There are times when you might want to clear all columns from use in the detail or summary grids.  This is often the 

case when you want to start a new grid from scratch (rather than moving default columns in and out of the grid one 

by one) or want to clear the filter area in the summary grid. 

In the summary grid right click in the filter area (the holding area for fields) and choose “Move all fields to the fields 

list”.  This clears all fields in the filter area and moves them to the field list (the area that stores all possible fields that 

are available for use). 
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In the details grids, right click on a column header and choose “Move all columns to the columns chooser”.  In the 

details grid this moves all columns that are visible in the grid to the column chooser (the column holding area where 

all possible use columns are stored). 
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Calculated fields 

Sometimes the fields you need for analysis and decision making aren’t available.  These might be parts of existing 

fields, a combination of fields, calculated values, etc. 

There are solutions for this.  You can export information and use other tools for calculating and concatenating or sub 

stringing fields.  This is possible, but technically challenging and time consuming.  Worse than that though - during 

the time it takes to perform these machinations the source data may have changed.  This is not an ideal solution. 

d-Analyzer focuses on allowing decision making information to be available, quickly and efficiently, to the decision 

makers.  The addition of calculated fields to reports takes this ability a step further. 

Adding a calculated field 

You can add a calculated field in all summary and detail grids.  The process is the same in all cases.  To add a 

calculated field you do the following; 

1 – Click the “Custom Fields” button. 

 

2 – Fill in the required details for a new field.  Each custom field requires a unique field name, a caption and a field 

type.   
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3 – Lastly you can provide a formula, based on other fields that will be used to create the displayed data.  You do this 

using the “Expression editor”.  Formula creation is discussed in more detail later in this document. 

 

4 – Click OK to close the formula window and “Save” or “Apply”.  Note that you can apply changes without exiting the 

custom fields window.  When you “Save” the field is automatically added to the existing layout. 

 

Note that a new field has been added that is a 15% increase in the value of sell price list 1. 

 

Editing a calculated field 

There are two ways to edit a custom field.  One is to load the “Custom fields” list and select the field and change 

expressions (or the field label).  Once you’ve made changes to the field – click “Apply”.  Clicking “Save” on the custom 

field list closes the window and applies the changes immediately to the grid. 
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A second option is available when a change to the expression only is required.  To change a field’s expression 

(formula) right click on the column header and choose “Expression editor”. 
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Important points about calculated fields 

There are some key points to understand in order to take full advantage of calculated fields. 

1 – Calculated fields are stored in a layout.  That means copying layout copies all calculated fields. 

2 – Once added, a calculated field is like any other field.  It’s stored in the field list, can be removed or added to the 

grid, it can be filtered, grouped and sorted on. 

3 – Field names must be unique.  If you try and add fields with the same field name you will receive a warning 

message. 

4 – You can add an unlimited number of calculated fields. 

5 – You can compare multiple fields inside an expression.  You can also perform conditional logic within expressions 

(e.g. “if” statements). 

 

Examples of useful expressions 

Listed here are multiple examples that you may find useful.  Remember that you can modify these examples, 

combine them or use the examples as the basis for all kinds of other functionality. 

A – Using part of a string 

In some companies certain kinds of information are stored in the way they code information.  This is common in 

manufacturing companies, where the part number is a concatenation of information regarding the items type, 

categorization, manufacturing attributes and more. 

Here is an example.  An expression for a custom column has been added here. 

[Code] refers to an existing field from d-Analyzer. 

Substring (field, start, length) is a function.  It says “read the field “Code”, starting at position 3 for 2 characters. 
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The result in this case is a new field that takes a portion of the part number and uses this as custom “Inventory Type” 

column. 

B – Performing arithmetic on fields 

There are an unlimited number of situations where math on fields can be used to derive useful information.  In this 

example, we compute a proposed selling price based on a markup from current cost (replacement cost).  For this 

example the company want to increase prices by 10% if the item price is more than $250, otherwise increase the 

price by 5%. 

You create an expression like this; 

 

There are a couple of elements to this formula. 

1 – Notice when you select a function (left panel) it shows how they work (right most panel).  “Iif” allows a 

conditional formula.  If the expression is “true” then the first formula is run.  If the expression is “false” the second 

formula is run. 

2 – “Round” is used to round the result of the calculation to 2 decimal places. 

3 – “[Price 01]” is referring to an existing field. 

4 – “*” is a multiplication operator. 

5 – 1.05 and 1.10 are the math operators to increase values by 5% and 10% respectively. 

The result is a new grid column where the computed price increase is 5% or 10% depending on whether the price of 

the item is less than $250. 
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C – Using fields together 

Sometimes the conditions you want to introduce are based not on fixed values or constants but on existing field 

values.  In this example, we want to do something a little more complicated.  We want to calculate selling prices 

based on the standard margin for a product code.  Next we want to compare this value to the existing static selling 

price to see if the price is high enough. 

This is a great example, because maintaining selling prices with changing costs (and changing margin expectations) 

can be challenging. 

Here we start by adding a field that uses the product code margin (in BusinessVision product codes have been 

assigned margins) and uses this and current cost to compute a new price. 

 

We assign the following formula to create a new field called “Price per prod. margin”. 
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Here we now have a constantly recalculating field that is computing the ideal selling price for an item, based on the 

current cost and the standard margin for the items product category. 

Next we add another custom column called “Low price”.  Here we add the following expression. 

 

Now we have a column that shows any items whose current selling price is less than the price it should be (adhering 

to the standard margin for product categories). 

To make the list clearer and easier to deal with, we can also filter by this “true/false” value. 

 

Now we can review and revise pricing where possible to make sure our prices are maintaining expected margins.  

This is a simple example.  The example can be expanded into multiple selling price lists, include additional conditions 

and more. 
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Using the report preview 

Once a report is displayed you have many options.  From the report preview, you can perform many actions.  Note 

that you can click on margins and adjust these by dragging the margins (the report text automatically adjusts 

accordingly). 

 

Search for specific text 

You can search for specific text while in the preview.  This is useful when you need to find a specific piece of 

information (e.g. a specific customer or inventory item). 

 

 

Control grid printing options 

Under printing options, you can control which elements print (vertical and horizontal lines, group footers, etc.).   You 

can also control attributes of the report, such as whether all groups are shown expanded (the default) or only those 

expanded in the grid. 
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Saving and opening an external “prnx” file 

One unique option presented with d-Analyzer is the option to save as an external file type.  This option is similar to 

the notion of Adobe PDF files.  You save the report by clicking on the “Save” icon, giving the report a name and 

clicking “Save”. 

Why would you do this?  You can use the “Open” option from a report preview button to re-open the “prnx” file at a 

later time.  Also you can send the “prnx” file to someone else who is using d-Analyzer and they can open the file as 

well! 

 

Printer setup, printing and page setup 

These options are very similar to what you’d see in other applications.  You can control which pages to print, number 

of copies to print, which printer to print to, etc. 

Using page setup, you can control margins and whether the report prints in portrait or landscape.  One unique thing 

to remember is that changes made in this screen dynamically affect the report itself.  For example, if the columns in 

the preview look too small for the information switching to landscape may help – the column widths are 

automatically adjusted to take advantage of the additional report space! 

 

 

Headers and footers 

You can control what is printed in the header and footer of the report.  These values default to values established in 

the settings area of d-Analyzer in combination with information established from the company you logged into. 
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These values can be modified in the report when necessary. 

 

Navigation and document viewing 

A number of options are available for navigating.  You can use the hand tool to drag the report region, you can zoom 

in and out, and you can manually set the display percentage. 

 

Using the chevrons you can advance forward and back through the document.  You can also display multiple pages 

on screen at one time. 

 

Exporting a document 

There are quite a number of options for exporting documents displayed on screen. 
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These export options include Adobe PDF files, a variety of internet formats, Excel, text file formats and more.  Note 

that each of these export formats has additional options (in the example below, a PDF password is assigned so that 

only those people who know the password can open the document). 

 

 

After exporting, you are prompted to open the file with the associated application to review the results. 

 

Emailing a document as an attachment 

You can e-mail documents by clicking on the e-mail icon.  From here you are asked to select an attachment format.  

Once that is complete your default MAPI email client is invoked and you are prompted for additional detail required 

for emailing (e.g. e-mail address). 
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Exporting to Excel 

There is no denying that Excel is a tool widely used by business people, management and financial professionals.  

Being able to get information directly into Excel opens up a myriad of opportunities for additional analysis, graphing 

and computed column options. 

While it is always possible to export to Excel using the preview options, d-Analyzer takes this a step further and 

makes the process significantly easier.  Simply click “Export to Excel” and you are presented with an Excel 

spreadsheet, automatically named.  The Excel spreadsheet is automatically formatted and is presented like the grid 

(with grouping – or no grouping – with the displayed headers and columns you selected). 
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Exporting to PDF 

You can export to a variety of formats from the report preview.  One useful format is “PDF”.  Most computer users 

will be able to open and view PDF files which makes it an ideal format for sharing information universally.  Select the 

“Export document” icon.  You can change a variety of options for creating the PDF file. 

 

Regardless of the export option you choose, you are given the option of opening the file after export. 
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Saving a detail grid or summary grid layout 

Part of getting the best use of d-Analyzer is deciding what columns you want to display, the order of the columns, 

what filters you want to apply, how you want to sort columns, and how you want to organize groupings. 

It can take some time for you get this exactly how you want it.  Once you’ve achieved that, you can save the layout.  

Saving the layout allows you to retrieve the layout at a later time (and retrieve all of the settings automatically). 

It is important to realize that the layout information has nothing to do with the data itself.  You can use the same 

layout over and over again, using different criteria ranges for obtaining data.  You can even make a particular layout 

the “default” which means that that layout will be the one used by default each time d-Analyzer is loaded. 

More than the above, you can have multiple layouts – each using different columns, groupings, filters and sorting.  

For example, you might have one layout you use to review daily sales, grouping and sorting by product code and 

inventory item, but use a different layout when you are reviewing total sales by period (presumably over a larger 

data range). 

Using the saved layouts display list 

When non-default layouts are saved, they are automatically added to the layout list. 

 

The layout list is a quick and convenient way to switch between stored layouts.  Use of the list is optional but very 

helpful when there are many stored layouts.  Remember that layouts store filters, sorting, column display and 

grouping.  Saved layouts do not store initial data selection criteria (date ranges). 
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Interface options 

With the “Window” menu you can choose different options for how you want the screens to be displayed.  These are 

remembered per company. 

 

Skins and visual appearance 

You can change the “skin” of the application by selecting from a number of different visual styles.  This has no effect 

on the functionality of the application – it simply changes how the application appears.  d-Analyzer remembers this 

selection and the skin you last used is automatically applied the next time you run d-Analyzer. 

 
 

Hint:  If you use d-Analyzer with multiple sets of company data this is a great way to differentiate between them.  

Use different skins for each company! 

 

Tabbed versus window layout 

You can choose to show the screens within d-Analyzer as “tabbed” or “windowed”.  This has no impact on the 

functional use of the application.  “Tabbed” shows the open modules as tabs you can quickly switch between.  

“Windowed” allows each module to be displayed and tiled as separate windows. 
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Settings 

You can change the d-Analyzer settings, storing them for the next time you use d-Analyzer. 

 

“Quantity decimals” and “Cost and price decimals” control how many decimals will be displayed in values in the grid 

and for printing.  Your accounting system might display 6 decimals for a quantity, but you can choose, for example, to 

show zero decimals. 

“Auto-fill required date if empty”, “Default to order date”, and “Default to today’s date” are all related to how the 

“Required” date field is handled when using the summary and detailed grid for orders.  If the required date is blank 

and not provided in the data, you can opt to auto-fill the required date field using either the order date or today’s 

date. 

“Default date range” – This determines the default “From” and “To” date ranges displayed when you start modules in 

d-Analyzer.   

 

This is a convenience setting.   Regardless of the default, you can always change the date. 

“Insert page breaks between grid groups” – When printing the detail grid, you can choose to have page breaks 

between groups if data grouping is used. 
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“Export as values” – When exporting to Excel you can export with full text formatting (export as values is unchecked) 

or export as values.  If you export as values, the numbers in the export are unformatted and can more easily be used 

in further Excel calculations and formulas. 

“Rows total location” – The rows total location setting applies to summary grids.  There are three settings (Top, 

Bottom, Tree).  This setting determines how the grid will display grouped values.  The default is “Bottom”.  For a 

more compressed grid where it is easier to see more information horizontally the “Tree” option is ideal. 
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Adding a Data Source manually 

Adding a data source manually is entirely optional.  This is normally done automatically. 

d-Analyzer will automatically determine whether it should use an existing data source, or add one if a data source is 

not available for the company path selected from the BusinessVision multi-company list.  In other words, you have 

control over the names of data sources – you simply add a data source for your company data before logging onto it 

with d-Analyzer.   

Data sources are a way of pointing to and defining data.  That data can be locally installed on a machine, or available 

on a network drive.  In order to create a data source, you should have copied DDF files (data dictionary files) into the 

directory where the data files are located.  DDF files are required to create a data source and can be obtained from 

the BusinessVision installation package. 

To add a data source, launch the Pervasive Control Center (Start, All Programs, Pervasive, PSQL 10, Control Center & 

Documentation).  Right click on your machine name and choose “New, Database”. 

 

Give the data source a name, and select or enter a path to the BusinessVision company data files. 
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Click “Finish” to complete the process.  To confirm that the BusinessVision DDF files are in the right location, double-

click on the newly created data source and you should see a list of table names. 

 

 
 

Keep in mind that the link between the data sources available in the PCC and the BusinessVision multi-company list is 

a file in the d-Analyzer program folder.   The file is called “CompanyList.XML”.  This file contains various pertinent 

information about each company and its settings. 
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Hints on speed 

The speed with which d-Analyzer obtains information is based on a number of factors.  Whether you are connecting 

over a network, the speed of the local machine, the speed of the server’s hard drive, network speed and the size and 

configuration of data all have an effect on how fast queries are processed. 

Also remember, often d-Analyzer does not need to re-process queries.  That means that you can set wider query 

ranges and then process many reports or queries using this data store.  Even if initial queries take some time to 

process, once the query is complete you can often avoid re-running queries.  This not only takes pressure off of your 

network, but also increases the overall speed of report production. 

Working with local data 

One option if you are going to be processing large and intensive queries that consider hundreds of thousands of rows 

(e.g. multiple year comparative queries) is to work from a local copy of your data.  This involves copying data from a 

network server to a local machine, and then logging onto that data using a copy of BusinessVision running on that 

local machine.  Once data is available on a BusinessVision multiple company list, it is available to d-Analyzer. 

Generally, working with data on a local machine will be faster than working with data over a network.  This is because 

a hard-drive will almost always provide faster performance than having to transfer data over network hardware.  

Check with your company administrator or accounting reseller for more in-depth instructions on how to do this. 

Using the client server database engine 

For BusinessVision CSE users, there is an additional option that can improve the speed of d-Analyzer dramatically.  By 

default, d-Analyzer sets up and uses a local Pervasive data source.  This is done in order to provide a zero 

setup/configuration installation (you don’t have to know anything about how the process works – or how it’s setup).  

In the process of this automatic setup, a file is created in the program directory (usually C:\Program Files 

\GeminiLogic\d-Analyzer).  The file is called “CompanyList.xml”.  This occurs the first time you logon to BusinessVision 

data. 

Note: Depending on workstation attributes the company list file can sometimes be created in a different directory.  

This can happen on Vista and Windows 7 machines where the logged on user is not allowed access to the “Program 

Files” directory.  In these cases look for the “CompanyList.XML” file in a location similar to the following. 

 

In the following example, we’ve logged on to a company call “Conspiracy Comics”.  The data is on a mapped network 

drive called “X:\” in a directory “\BV32\DATA”.   
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You can edit the CompanyList.xml file with a text editor (i.e. notepad).  You’ll notice a number of entries.  For the 

purposes of this topic, the important ones are: 

DbServerName – The name of the server used to process the data. 

DbDNS – The name of the Pervasive data source. 

In order to use the server database engine, change the “DbServerName” to the name of the server.   For the DbDNS, 

change the name to a data source established on the server.  Normally you would obtain the server name by going to 

your network server and launching the Pervasive Control Center.  The name of your server will be listed there.  If a 

data source is not listed, you’ll need to add one and note its name.   See the topic “Adding a data source manually” 

for more information on how to add a data source (the same procedure applies to the server as it does to a 

workstation). 

Save the changes to the CompanyList.xml file and launch d-Analyzer.  Once you logon, you’ll note that the server data 

source is listed.  Now, when d-Analyzer obtains data, it will make the request from the server database engine rather 

than the local database engine.  You should see a substantial increase in speed after making this change. 
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Using d-Analyzer with BVEssentials 

BVEssentials is a great add-on product that works seamlessly with BusinessVision.  BVEssentials provides an interface 

to a number of BusinessVision modules.  You can add and maintain items in BVEssentials and they appear in 

BusinessVision as well.  Where BVEssentials excels is in the enhancement of order processing.  BVEssentials provides 

many additions to sales order processing.  These range from addition levy processing and RMA processing through to 

product order processing for manufacturing and lot number tracking. 

Whether BVEssentials if used for production ordering or its sales manager functionality, BVEssentials maintains the 

order details.  That means that orders are handled in BVEssentials while other processing is either shared or handled 

by BusinessVision (AR, AP, PO processing, payroll, etc.). 

What does this mean to d-Analyzer for BusinessVision?   

When d-Analyzer accesses a company it automatically determines if BVEssentials is in use for a company.  If 

BVEssentials is in use d-Analyzer looks at BVEssentials information for sales order detail and sales order summary 

information.  This means that much of the additional information available in BVEssentials (whether that information 

is on a line basis or sales order header basis) is available from d-Analyzer. 

This opens up many options for analysis.  You might want to analyze sales order information based on the usual fields 

(things like sales person and territory) or you might want to analyze lines based on which production phase they are 

in, whether they are on RMA or work orders or employees or additional levies are assigned to lines. 

Setup requirement for BVEssentials 

There are no setup requirements when using sales orders from BVEssentials.  The re-direction to BVEssentials sales 

orders is automatic.  You’ll know that BVEssentials sales orders are being used based on the additional fields available 

when looking at the field list (levies, employee, vendor, etc.).  

More about BVEssentials 

If you are not familiar with BVEssentials and want to know more, visit: 

http://www.bvessentials.com/ 

 

Using the BusinessVision order file when a BVEssentials product is installed 

There are some occasions when you do not want d-Analyzer to use the BVEssentials order file.  This can occur when 

using the BVEssentials production manager or when you would simply prefer that d-Analyzer show orders from 

within BusinessVision (instead of BVEssentials). 

d-Analyzer automatically uses the BVEssentials order file when the presence of the \BVEssentials directory is 

detected.  This will be the case in each data directory when BVEssentials is in use.  For example; 

http://www.bvessentials.com/
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In order to force d-Analyzer to not use BVEssentials data you can insert a presence file into the data directory. This 

can be done before running d-Analyzer for the first time, or after the fact if a company has already been used with d-

Analyzer. 

The name of the file is dABVNo.BVE.  You create this file in the company directory where the BusinessVision data files 

reside.  To create this file simply navigate to the directory (it may be on a network drive), right click and select “New, 

Text document”. 

Change the name of the newly created document to “dABVNo.BVE”. 

 

Note that you might need to enable the ability to see file extensions in order to complete this step. 

When a directory contains a BVEssentials directory and a file (dABVNo.BVE) the company is seen by d-Analyzer as a 

non-BVEssentials company directory. 
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